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40% Of iPads Used As Door Stops. | Spatula In The
Wilderness

→Cupertino, California.  A recent end-user survey commissioned by
Apple Incorporated, manufacturer of the massively popular iPad tablet
computer device finds that buyers have no clue what to do with the
machine once removed from the box. In fact, many users are said to be
leaving their iPads in the box and using the package as a bookend. Norm
Birkett of Waltham, Massachusetts has found his iPad, once it was
removed from the box, to be a suitable multipurpose tool. “Yeah,” admits
Birkett “This morning I hammered a few tacks for pictures with it and then
used it to open a couple of Sam Adams bottles after lunch.” Apple, ever
the proactive electronics manufacturer, is in the process of publishing a
new, fully illustrated manual to accompany future models of the iPad. The

manual, in the style of Alex Comfort’s “The Joy of Sex,” will leave no detail about the operation of the
iPad to the imagination of future Apple consumers. This may not, however, be enough of an
instructional measure for current owners of the electronic juggernaut that is the iPad. Mickey Silver
of White Pidgeon, Michigan, who purchased his iPad in August from an out-of-town retailer is
baffled by the fact that he has not been able to find a spouse via the device. “The guy at Best Buy
specifically told me that I’d be able to get a wife with the i-pad. What a crock!” Mr. Silver, 52, only
became more irate when the concept of Wi-Fi and how it differs in small ways from a wife was
explained to him by the interviewer. He was only pacified upon receipt of information enabling him
to view suitable brides via the iPad and has since stopped propping up his kitchen table with the
tablet. The misuse of many early editions of electronic devices has bedeviled manufacturers and
retailers in recent years. Online retailer Amazon has found that more than half of its Kindle devices
were rendered useless until telephone based technical support staff could instruct owners to hold
the electronic readers right side up.
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